
SECURE-FIT + SPEEDFIT
You don’t have to think about your ultra-small 
buds staying in while you run, no matter how 
hard you run. And you can switch to an under-ear 
fit in seconds for easy access to the mic when  
a call comes in.

SWEAT-PROOF
Sweat is a part of your routine, and FREEDOM 2’s 
sweat-proofing technology stands up to every 
drop of sweat you dish out.

CUSTOM SOUND
Pump up the bass. FREEDOM 2 works with the 
Jaybird app to give you your music, your way, 
with drop-free Bluetooth signal strength.

8 HOURS IN YOUR POCKET
Run for hours, your battery life will keep up. You 
can even charge while you run with the included 
charging clip.

 FREEDOM 2
WITH SPEEDFIT

Freedom revolutionised the world of wireless 
audio as the smallest sports headphones ever 
– FREEDOM 2 with SpeedFit takes Freedom’s 
sweat-proof, ultra-small buds and adds 
combined tips and fins, and integrated cord 
management for an incredibly secure comfort 
fit that’s ready in seconds for any ear size. Run 
outdoors with your music – with a perfect fit.



FEATURES JAYBIRD X3 JAYBIRD FREEDOM 2 JAYBIRD RUN 

COLORS Blackout (black)/ Sparta (white) / 
Road Rash (red)/ Alpha (green)

Carbon (black) / Gold (white) Jet (black) / Drift (white)

MATERIALS Metal / Plastic Metal Metal / Plastic

MUSIC & CALLS Yes Yes Yes

FIT ORIENTATION Over / Under Ear Over / Under Ear adjust while 
wearing with SpeedFit

In Ear / Wireless Buds

BATTERY LIFE 8 Hrs 4 + 4 Hrs with included charge clip 4 + 8 Hrs with included charging case

ON-THE-GO CHARGING No Yes, via charge clip Yes, via charging case

SWEAT-PROOF Yes Yes Yes

EQ CUSTOMIZING APP Jaybird App Jaybird App Jaybird App

WEIGHT 13g 12g 6.83g single ear bud

BLUETOOTH® / RANGE 4.1 / 10m 4.1 / 10m 4.1 / 10m

CHARGE TIME 2.5 hrs 2.5 hrs 2 hrs

SWEAT-PROOF | SECURE-FIT | CUSTOM SOUND


